PROPOSAL 165

5 AAC 92.050. Required permit hunt conditions and procedures.

Apply auction permit holder's bag limit to the year the animal is taken as follows:

Auction permit bag limits should apply only to the calendar year the animal is taken, and the hunter should be able to hunt the animal with a permit or auction tag the next year. The hunter would also be able to bid on the auction permit after a successful harvest of the same species in prior years.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? We would like to see auction permit holders' harvest only apply to that year’s bag limit. This would allow the hunter to bid on the same auction permit the following year, or to bid on an auction permit after a prior successful hunt. It would allow for more bids to be placed, which in turn would generate more money for the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and would give the hunter the opportunity to hunt the same species again. It would not increase the nonresident harvest.
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